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COMPARATIVE LAW in Times of Emergencies
The first two decades of this century have been starkly marked by all sorts of emergencies, frequent and repeated: terrorism, financial crisis, natural disasters, migrations, climate change, and lastly the Covid-19 pandemic.

As a consequence of globalization and global geo-politics, the effects of these emergencies have increased, requiring interventions at different levels, including legal responses. At the same time this global approach is being frequently challenged by a more locally centered approach to economic and social issues.

The Colloquium will attempt to analyze, from a comparative perspective, the influence these factors have had on the apportionment of constitutional powers and on the emergence of new political and private actors, on fundamental rights, on the role of the Courts, on how legal models circulate by imitation or by conditionalities. In the background lies a more general issue: if “emergencies” have become a structural feature of our globalized world, should lawyers (and comparative lawyers) – traditionally “path dependent” and used to norm-alize any occurrence – change their general approach, and get used to rather rapid and wide-spread modifications of the legal environment, passing from one “emergency” to another.
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